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The approximate  cost of refining per ounce gross weight refined at Melbourne was as follows :—
In 1894.                             In 1895.
Material,  .        .        .    0-1397 of a penny.       0-1215 of a penny. Wages,     .        .        .    O-MSS       „                0-1439
0-2882      •„                0-2654
Half the cost for materials was for hydrochloric acid at £20 15s. per ton.
In  the year 1904.,  1,074,550  ozs.  of rough gold were  chlorinated at Melbourne.    The average assay before refining was—
Hold,.......        .        .    923-0
Silver,.........42-5
'Base,.........34.5
This was brought up to an average fineness of 994-9, costing approximately per gross ounce treated—
Stores,.......0-1132 of a penny.
Wear and tear......0-0078
Treatment of sweep,        ....    0-0313
0-1523 Wages, excluding supervision, .         .         .    0*1222         „
Total,......0-2745
Thomas Price, who treated Home of the California!! gold bullion by this-method on u working scale in his laboratory in 8an Francisco, statedl in 1888-that, with Oalifornian gold, which generally contains more silver than Australian gold, the gold taken up by the chloride of silver amounted to* f> per cent., and even to .10 per cent, of the total weight of the gold. For this reason, and on account ot the large amount of silver bullion in the-Han Francisco market requiring parting, .Price considered that the Miller process, while technically successful with Calif ornian gold, was hardly able-to compete commercially with the ordinary sulphuric acid process. This opinion was apparently based on an imperfect acquaintance with the chlorine: process, bu<« was probably sound at the time when it was expressed.
AW/M/Y/.V* (tcnemfo)','2 In 1901, a new generator, patented by T. Edwards, Pyrites Works, Ballarat, was introduced at the Melbourne Mint. The design, is simple, and it has given entire satisfaction. It consists of a wrought-iron Hanged cradle (see Fig. 1%, which is from a working drawing kindly supplied by JF. R. Power), fitted with u lead lining •§• inch thick, cast or hammered from sheet-lead to lit. The lining is supported at the bottom and sides by outside ribs (forming part of the casting), with openings to permit of the free circulation of the hot water used for heating the charge. The water pusses between the iion case and the lining through a hole in one of the'
1 Pne<s Trntw. Amcr. Inxt. Mn.<j, Nn</.t 1888, 17, ,'K). * Communicated by F. II. Power.

